
Abstract (in English): 

 

The diploma thesis opens a new perspective on Jan Werich – famous Czech writer, 

playwright and actor. Its goal is to describe part played by books in formation of character, 

life and work of this eminent personality of Czech culture and social impact of his work. An 

important part of this work is the reconstruction of contents of Jan Werich’s personal library. 

The thesis is based on analysis of Werich’s literary work, analysis of collection of personal 

documents in Literary archive of The Museum of Czech Literature, study of documents in the 

archive of Theatre ABC and Prague City Archives. It is also based on testimonies of some 

close Werich’s friends and on reader’s survey “The books of Jan Werich”. First chapter is 

concerned with Jan Werich’s personal library. It describes the search for destiny of this 

library, on its probable current situation and on various sources for the reconstruction of its 

contents. It also contains information on Werich’s work with a book, mostly on lending and 

borrowing books and on property marking of documents. The main part of first chapter is the 

reconstruction of contents of Jan Werich’s personal library; its bibliogprahy forms an 

appendix to this work. Second chapter deals with social impact of Werich’s artwork in several 

fields – presence of books of Jan Werich in public libraries, reader’s survey “The books of Jan 

Werich” and Werich’s books in libraries of other famous Czech artists. Third chapter offers 

an overview of interesting documents (in bibliological point of view) in four archives that 

relate to Jan Werich and books - an unique collection of receipts of Osvobozené divadlo, 

annual reports of gymnasium in Křemencová street, catalogues of students of Faculty of Law 

and Faculty of Arts at Charles University in Prague and, in the first place, correspondence, 

manuscripts and the only one extant book of Werich’s personal library, stored in The Museum 

of Czech Literature. This work ends with a brief summary of acquired knowledge with respect 

to the goal of this work. [Author‘s abstract]. 


